For our 25th anniversary, Kyodai Remittance presents:

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST“LA FOTO”
Send your picture to us and we will upload it toKyodai Facebook Group
The photo with more “likes” will be the winner

1 winner per month
The theme will change each month
The picture with more “likes”will win 10,000yen

PHOTO CONTEST THEME PER MONTH:

-

For July’s theme:
I love my country
Send your pictures from July 1st to July 31st
The winner will be announced the first week of August

-

August’s theme:
Celebrating summer
Send your pictures from August 1st to August 31st
The winner will be announced the first weekof September

-

September’s theme:
Enjoying food
Send your pictures from September’s 1st to September’s 30th
The winner will be announced the first weekof October

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF ENTRY AND VOTING:

Requirements
All nationalities participate.
-

One person can send a maximum of 1 photo per Photo Contest theme.

-

To participate in the contest, send your photo to our email lafoto@kyodaimagazine.jp with
the following information:

A)

Full name,

B)

Telephone number,

C)

Nationality,

D)

Indicate the people that appears in the photo and the subject in the title.

-

This picture can be taken by mobile phone or camera.

-

The image should be submitted as jpg format. Each jpg should have a maximum 5MB in
file size

-

The image must have been created in the past year and be your original work.

-

All images must contain the chosen theme per month.

-

The received images will be constantly uploaded in Kyodai Remittance Facebook.

-

. We will accept the photos that are sent until the last day of each month.



Voting rules:

- Voting will close on the last day of each month.
- After the closing date, one image will be named as the winner, based on the quantity of likes
received in Kyodai Remittance Facebook.


Terms and Conditions

-The photographer must be the author and copyright owner of all submitted images.
To safeguard the privacy rights that people have under the legal system, the picture has to have
the authorization of the person being photographed.
- The images that are sent to us become property of Unidos Co.Ltd. and from that moment they
cannot be used without permission.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE WINNER
-

First week after the closing date (beginning of each month).

-

The winners will be contacted by phone and her/his name and picture will be displayed in
Kyodai Remittance Facebook.

